
 1. PHVs and radio circuits.

A PHV operator should provide a WAV if he could reasonably do so as if wheelchair carriage were not 
requested [this assumes that a WAV is as proximate as other vehicles  which would be suitable for a 
non WAV booking]

2. Hackneys:

A Hackney driver hailed by a WAV user may decline carriage only if, but for the wheelchair, he would 
decline carriage.

3. Provisos:

Exemption certificates on medical or physical grounds are available. [ Give examples?]

A driver is not obliged to carry an electric wheelchair or mobility ‘buggy’

A driver is expected (but not compelled) to fold or carry a light electric wheelchair [ such is not defined 
and is determined by the driver at the time]

4. Risk assessment.

There may be a risk in every job. The driver must make a decision on reasonable grounds. The size 
and weight of the combined wheelchair and occupant is material. Carriage of a person of more than 
about 12 stone should always be considered carefully; this is the driver’s judgement call.

There are no specific HSE guides on carriage of wheelchairs in taxis.

There are papers available which show that persons of more than average weight may require 
excessive effort which a driver could reasonably decline. These studies are available at [web site?]

HSE does give information about pushing up ramps; this relates to occupations where there are 
regularly such tasks:

The  paper prepared for Edinburgh City when considering wheelchair access to taxis contains the 
following table:

Ramp angle in 
degrees

90 Kg [14 stones] 90Kg 123 Kg [19 stone] 123Kg

START FORCE SUSTAINED 
FORCE

START FORCE SUSTAINED 
FORCE

4.8 78  N 74 107 101
12 188 N 184 257 251
16 (TX 1 TO 
STREET LEVEL 

248 N 243 339 332
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APROX
20 306 N 302 419 413
24 363 N 359 497 391
Newtons (N) are used to measure forces in any direction, as opposed to kilograms which measure how 
much effort is needed to lift something upwards. As a guide it takes about 10N to lift a kilogram. 

The angles of taxi ramps range from 11° to 29° and depend on the make of taxi, whether the ramp rests 
on the pavement or the ground, the height of the pavement and how far the ramp is extended.  These 
angles far exceed 4.78°, which is the maximum recommended ramp angle suggested in inclusive 
mobility access guidance (Oxley 2002).  

An important risk factor appears to be the availability of accessible pick-up and drop-off locations where 
the taxi driver can pull up alongside a kerb.  Where this is not the case, it is estimated that the forces 
required to move many wheelchair users up the taxi’s extended ramp will be beyond the safe 
performance for about 25% of males and 75% of females. Other important risk factors can exist in the 
environment that increase the risk of slipping (e.g. ice, smooth pavement surfaces), or the risk of tipping 
for the wheelchair user (e.g. poorly maintained ramps, sloped pick-up and drop off locations).  

The risks involved are not just those experienced by the passenger but also the  strain on the driver- 
drivers suffer more musculoskeletal problems than the average population.

It is estimated that 25 % of the population could manage the movement of wheelchair users in this table 
but only up to 200 N [an HSE figure based on moving objects up ramps – not wheelchairs which require  
shorter bursts of energy]

Drivers should politely decline carriage if they think they or the passenger cannot manage safely.

Electric wheelchair users and buggies typically carry greater weights – drivers are not subject to the 
requirement to carry these and may decline in any event.
 
 
5. Mode of carriage

[set out restraints etc.] [set out any compulsory requirements] [set out any difference between local 
licensing areas]

These will be different if an electric wheelchair or buggy is carried [cannot be turned]

Some customers, for example, schools, may have their own, specific requirements.

6. Local  Authorities

Local authorities are often large bulk users of WAVs and should bear the above points in in mind  and 
ensure when planning journeys that drivers and passengers are within the above guidelines.

Note: RAPP guidelines from HSE do not deal with the WAV situation and other HSE ‘pull push’ guides 
deal with e.g. pushing hospital beds up ramps.


